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4.5 lb. 2/case    20 lb. each
C260-005           C260-003
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Test fabric in inconspicuous place for color fastness before using.
1. Sprinkle generously on a 5 ft. x 5 ft. area.
2. For heavily soiled areas, pre-spray with Certified Traffic Spotter before using Dri-
WayTM Compound.
3. Brush in immediately with a Certified Dri-Way Jr. machine or long handle floor 
brush using a back and forth and crosswise motion working the granules well into 
the carpet nap.
4. Allow first area to dry while proceeding with another 5 ft. x 5 ft. area. Continue 
in this manner until first area is dry to the touch.  This will permit maximum soil 
absorption.
5. Vacuum entire carpet with brush type upright vacuum or Certified Model S Pile 
Brush. Begin vacuuming where you first applied Dri-WayTM Compound and continue 
vacuuming in the same pattern as compound was applied. Small residual amounts of 
compound left in carpet will not harm fibers and will provide soil retarding action.

Between regular extraction or shampoo cleaning, 
the Dri-WayTM system is the best way to keep car-
pet looking clean and fresh.  Carpeting subjected 
to heavy traffic can be kept looking good year
round without using methods requiring extensive 
drying time. In fact, traffic can be maintained in 
the area being cleaned without interfering with 
the cleaning of Dri-WayTM Compound. The Dri-
Way Jr. machine is used to gently work the Dri-
WayTM Compound into the carpet to help loosen 
the soil. The twin, counter rotating brushes are 
gentle enough for all carpets. The process is so 
easy to learn that professional cleaners can be-
come competent Dri-WayTM technicians in only 
a few minutes.  Two Dri-Way Jr’s can be joined 
together to improve efficiency with the Double 
Head Adapter. Coverage is 450-600 square feet 
per 4.5 lb., depending on the type of carpet.

The perfect interim
cleaning method for
heavy traffic areas


